DAG Call - on wi dots + want to
conference in us

1. County is up in arm and no evacuation

Scott Perry (WA) + Senator

PA - Guy Vespa - some of the very
calling

205K voters - more then 400
voters - WA

- Florida has under 400 votes

600K votes total
- 570K - for Biden

few for me + lot of 3rd

3/3/2 - Florida the venture capitalist
- multiple states over

Jim in Canada - flight - win life

3rd world country

Deborah - talk to Asimov in US

-were very old but not
Wayne City (died)
- Call dropped... - 3 unanswered
- We have thousands of people who want to vote and were told you already voted by elections staff.
- People are angry - blaming DOE for racism.
- Statistically - election night it was a done deal.
- Somehow, overnight, the outcome changed. The all trace ballots showed up.
- AZ, GA, PA...

People want more confidence in the GA Senate race.
GA, NV, AZ, MI - all excepted.
People are complaining to him constantly.
Thousands of people called this USAG at Race.
DOS going to respond to legitimate complaint/report of crimes.

MA - 5.3M votes in the state (probly) - but 5.95M votes - clearly fraud.

GA - tape false annex fraud election

- Nick Freeman - Atlanta - AG

- facility + tenants barred

- Hidden ballot, under beds

- Network organized by tapes

- saw other videos too tight

- reportedly

"You guys are not following the correct way to do it."

Defeat - how to pull voters out.

DAD even heard at the illegal area.

WIP - don't need to, it's above.

FBI will charge my witness too.

- leaders from Georgia, SA's support me.
"it would save design or look like
there was being under an
illegal investigation - Special
the stairs were now being removed
- the figure out we did
cut their - people will
converse the "E" of the not
investigated for

Cut leg is on our side - they went to buy
a car but the Gov won't let them

Absolutely impossible for me to lose
- headache had me at 100% on
electroshock - depressed
32% in 40, 5 hours. 100% over

DAE - will look at whether have bullets
in all the registered users - should
be able to check on that quickly
but instead I feel no DAE
can't - went swap his finger
+ change the outcome of the
elections don't work that way
- P: "Don't upset you to do"
Not just say that the election was
was corrupt + blame the res to we all
The US Congressmen.

(MVD) - Say, we have these dangers
dangers, hundreds of.nil.

Major allegations are not supported
by end developed.

- GT/PL/MT/NU

- We are doing jobs. Most of

the info you're getting is false.

- We report says GW has ever

write - but reality is it was.

- GW write - less than 1 in 5K.

- OK give - but who about the

other.

- GW Team DNS - we know on

both ends - we talk/cor

Could it even ID to anyone

OK who didn't want:

Tell one - what about the

other?

- GT looked at the tape, interesting it did

no evidence (OK, but that could likely

cutters, etc), no multiple bailing of bullets.
- Double worry, dead people, today!
getting paid, lots of fraud.

- AZ - large loss of OK - clear line bud turn back.

- Judge keep saying - what is Bass?
Why are they not filling in their cases?
- PAS/USD - we are not in position based on the
evidence - we can and action the actual evidence already.

- Tell him flat out that much of 
what he is getting is false, plus 
just not supported by the evidence
- Look at all that but try don't focus
- it's the electronic stuff.

"We have an obligation to tell 
people that this was an illegally 
corrupt election."

- People tell me Jeff Flake is great, it should just
- People need to replace this leadership in
the AD, but need clear top position.
- You should have the leadership you want.
- You did, should go to Fulton City
  + do a signature verification and
  you'll see how illegal it is, you'll feel
  ten of thousands
- More work to be done.
- I told him he was doing something
  the 2020 votes cast to 2016
  registration. The not easy to explain
- "Neddy trusts no FBSI" need clear to combine
- "I'd like to request" Fulton City, CA
- "Check signatures
  spent years missing in this year
- "Date received: we need time to respond"
- These people who saying that the
  elections isn't corrupt are corrupt
- Not much time left
- Asked for cell # - provided (he
  had it anyway) - my home elect
  officers will verify no cell
- Sen. Cotton has done great job
getting to bottom of things.
- and that done expeditiously.
unlike DOT investigation.

NU - forensic accounting shows no
by 2008 was!

Mark Unricker - NC SC Justice - voted 

"Bullet dropped" during the election.